
FORMS OF INEFFECTIVE LISTENING PSEUDO LISTENING

opposite of selective listening, avoiding specific information - failure to hear or ackowledge issues that are not of interest
to discuss. What is defensive listening?.

Here are 7 types of ineffective listening: Pseudolistening imitating the act of listening Stage-hogging shift
focus from speaker Selective listening choosing what to hear Insulated listening failing to acknowledge
difficult topics Defensive listening taking others' opinions as personal attacks Ambushing listen only to collect
info for attack Insensitive listening don't respond to deeper emotions of conversation Play Video In this video,
you will see Candide and Cunegonde ineffectively listening to each other as they discuss their future marriage.
See our page: Music Therapy for more about using music as a relaxation therapy. This is true in many
day-to-day situations, in education and at work, when you listen to the news, watch a documentary, when a
friend tells you a recipe or when you are talked-through a technical problem with a computer â€” there are
many other examples of informational listening too. Discriminative listening develops through childhood and
into adulthood. Other non-listening techniques include "stage-hogging" in which the listener changes the
conversation on purpose so that the conversation is about him or her. The Saying What Matters Lady wants to
know if any of you have ever found yourself on the receiving end of any of these types of ineffective listening.
When this type of listening is in play, we rarely check-in with the other to see if they mean for us to take their
comments personally. Insulated listening Somewhat like selective listening but it seems as though the choice
to tune out is made on a subconscious level. As listening is so fundamental to the communication processes it
is important to try to avoid ineffective listening. We can easily pick up bad habits when it comes to listening -
this page examines some of the barriers and bad habits of listening - enabling you to address and correct them.
More on Listening:. It is only when you stop to think about listening and what it entails that you begin to
realise that listening is in fact an important skill that needs to be nurtured and developed. You can probably
distinguish between different voices, male and female, young and old and also gain some understanding about
what is going on around you based on the tone of voice, mannerisms and body language of the other people.
No judgements. The person listening keeps shifting the topic to themselves. Typical non-listening behavior
includes smiling and nodding occasionally, and looking directly at the speaker. Further Signs of Ineffective
Listening Other common traits of ineffective listening include: Sudden Changes in Topic: When the listener is
distracted they may suddenly think about something else that is not related to the topic of the speaker and
attempt to change the conversation to their new topic. See our page: What is Empathy? Remember back to the
last time you were in a regular everyday conversation with another person. A salesman, for example, may
make an effort to listen carefully to what you are saying as a way to promote trust and potentially make a sale.
Kristin Chenoweth and Paul Groves. Lack of head nods can mean the opposite â€” listening is not happening.
Here are the 5 elements of effective listening: Hearing the physiological dimension of listening Attending
psychological selection of what to pay attention to Understanding make sense of the message Responding
giving observable feedback However, some people are bad listeners. We hope that this page will be useful to
both teachers â€” as teaching listening skills can be challenging â€” and also to students and other learners
who are interested in developing their listening skills. Selective listening is a sign of failing communication
â€” you cannot hope to understand if you have filtered out some of the message and may reinforce or
strengthen your bias for future communications. Listening is how we make sense of others' messages. In many
listening situations it is vital to seek clarification and use skills such as reflection aid comprehension. Perhaps
passing through an airport in another country. Defensive listening For whatever reason past history with a
particular person, our own insecurities, etc. They filter out what they perceive as being of key importance and
then stop listening or become distracted. However, this means that we are not really listening to all that is
being said. Being distracted - fidgeting, doodling, looking at a watch, yawning. Critical listening is a much
more active behaviour than informational listening and usually involves some sort of problem solving or
decision making. Maybe she is but maybe the rain is just bugging her. Being able to distinguish the subtleties
of sound made by somebody who is happy or sad, angry or stressed, for example, ultimately adds value to
what is actually being said and, of course, does aid comprehension. In early childhood, for example, a
distinction is made between the sounds of the voices of the parents â€” the voice of the father sounds different
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to that of the mother. They are likely to be better at listening empathetically to you than others, this is often
based on similar perspectives, experiences, beliefs and values â€” a good friend, your spouse, a parent or
sibling for example.


